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By Amber Williams
City editor
Some off-campus students got a surprise
with their mail this month – an unusually high
natural gas bill.
Students have been receiving gas bills that
are almost two or three times higher than their
usual rate. This is due to a shortage of natural
gas around the world, said Brian Leonard,
media relations director for AmerenCIPS.
Prices from producers of natural gas were
around 30 cents per therm, the unit for mea-
suring natural gas, last winter; this year that
price has risen to 65 cents per therm, Leonard
said.
The cause for this increase in price is
because of decreased production levels for
natural gas last year, along with an increase in
demand for the product due to extremely cold
winters, he said.
The high prices that students are seeing on
their gas bills is simply a reflection of a world-
wide shortage of natural gas, Leonard said.
Producers of natural gas will not be able to
produce enough gas within the next few
months to make up for the shortage.
“It will take time before you see a reduc-
tion in gas prices,” Leonard said.
The only chance that people have in seeing
a reduction in the shortage of natural gas is if
the temperature gets warmer, and there is less
of a demand, Leonard said.
“The only thing that will help us is warmer
weather,” he said.
Some students are feeling the extra pres-
sure to winterize their homes or conserve gas
in an effort to keep gas bills low.
Chris Luffman, a graduate student major-
ing in educational administration, said he has
been making changes in his home since
receiving a gas bill almost twice as expensive
as usual.
“I do not think you can really prepare for a
bill almost doubling,” Luffman said. 
Luffman said he has put extra insulation in
his home and has also been considering
adding an electric heater to his baseboards to
lower his gas bill.
Matt Schrampf, a junior business manage-
ment major, said his bill  more than tripled in
the last month, jumping from $75 to $235.
“We figured it would be high, but nothing
like that,” Schrampf said.
Since receiving the bill, Schrampf said he
decided to insulate his windows and turn
down the heat a bit.
Another student said it is difficult for stu-
dents living on a limited budget to get large
bills they cannot quite be prepared for.
Aaron Bish, a senior math and computer
science major, said his bill was three times
what he was paying for gas just last year, and
he has “done a bit more winterizing to the
house.”
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Verge
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By Chris Sievers
News editor
Student Senate members have
paved the way for student input in
housing and dining costs by amend-
ing a resolution that would have rec-
ommended an increase in the rates
by 9.7 percent.
Senate members’ threat to with-
draw a recommendation of the entire
Bond Revenue committee’s budget
proposal led to Lou Hencken’s, vice
president for student affairs, with-
drawing most of the budget proposal
for the Monday Board of Trustees
meeting.
Both sides agreed the students did
not have enough time to examine the
room and board rate increases and
that student input was important in
this process.
“I can’t explain this in a period of
one hour and expect you to vote on
it,” Hencken said. 
The original budget proposal was
slated to increase meal plan options
from 14 to 16 percent and room rates
by 3 percent beginning this fall.
Adam Weyhaupt, senate speaker,
said rates will still go up, but hope-
fully not as much as was originally
proposed. 
“Rates will still increase — they
have to increase,” Weyhaupt said.
Weyhaupt said he hoped students
would give input into the proposed
housing costs.
“Our main goal is to get student
input before (the rates) go up,”
Weyhaupt said. “We want to make
sure the (BOT) knows what the stu-
dents think.”
Weyhaupt said he was not sur-
prised by Hencken’s move to take
the rate proposal off of the BOT’s
agenda.
“(I was) pleased, not surprised,”
he said. “I think it shows that (the
administration) would like to get stu-
dent input before they make a deci-
sion.”
For now, the room and board
rates are on hold and under discus-
sion. Weyhaupt said he plans to hold
forums and bounce ideas off of resi-
dents in residence halls in order to
get the proposed rate increases
down. 
“Programs could be cut to reduce
the increases,” he said. 
Weyhaupt listed the newspaper
program and paper towels in the
bathrooms as projects that could be
cut as a way of shaving the bottom
line.
In other business, the senate
Wednesday approved a resolution to
allow students to walk through the
spring graduation if they have 12
credit hours, rather than the six that
are required now.
By Amber Williams
City editor
The TCBY located at 424 W.
Lincoln Ave. will be reopening
soon with a new name and a new
look.
TCBY is tentatively set to
open in about two weeks under
the new name Jitters and Bliss,
which will offer gourmet coffees
and french pastries and is plan-
ning on having homemade ice
cream as well, said Keith Bliss,
owner of the Jitters and Bliss.
The new restaurant will be
offering different food and drink
items than TCBY, which is why
Bliss decided to change the name
so people would not only think
of frozen yogurt.
The interior of the restaurant
will also be changing to have
more of a coffeehouse atmos-
phere, Bliss said.
“It is going to be a sensory
experience,” Bliss said.
The restaurant will be adding
new types of seating with art-
work on the floor and decora-
tions for the walls as well, he
said.
“This is just the type of place
you want to be and hang out,”
Bliss said.
The opening of the restaurant
is taking a little longer than Bliss
expected, but he said he hopes
that it will be opening sometime
in the first week of February.
Kate Mitchell / Assoc. photo editor
Chuck Fuqua, an Ameren CIPS employee, does a periodic gas meter change Thursday afternoon at #7 Orchid Dr. in Charleston. Fuqua has around
700 meters left to change.
Students
deal with
high gas
prices
TCBY set to reopen
with new menu, name
Senate seeks student input
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Alcohol violations
Nicholas G. Malachuk, 19, of
McHenry, was cited at 12 a.m.
Saturday at Ninth Street and
Grant Avenue for public posses-
sion and purchase of alcohol by a
minor.
blotter
police
RHA discusses housing budget
By Melissa McCarter
Staff writer
The proposed budget for next
year’s housing and dining would
require students who have a meal
plan to pay about $400 more begin-
ning next school year.
The future costs of attending
Eastern were discussed at
Thursday’s Residence Hall
Association meeting.  
Bill Schnackel, director of hous-
ing and dining, gave a presentation
outlining information about next
year’s housing budget.
Schnackel said the evaluation of
the budget is done by the Bond
Revenue Committee. This commit-
tee is comprised of various members
from RHA, National Residence Hall
Honorary, the Student Senate, assis-
tant resident directors, resident
directors, as well as the director and
assistant director of housing and
accounting.    
Schnackel led the RHA step-by-
step through the committee’s budget
process.
The committee’s first job is to
evaluate the current year’s statistics
about the revenue, expenses, regula-
tions and projections, he said. Next,
it reviews major capital projects,
current services and programs, and it
considers the possibility of new pro-
grams. 
After this, the committee evalu-
ates the costs of rooms and meal
plans, he said. It then determines the
degree to which revenues can be
generated. 
Finally, Schnackel said, the com-
mittee tackles the most difficult and
important task – balancing the hous-
ing budget.  
When calculating spending for
the following year, Schnackel said
the committee needs to consider
future costs. Some of the prospective
costs for the 2001-2002 school year
at Eastern include the installation of
hand dryers or paper towel dis-
pensers in residence halls, the con-
tinuation of the new student resi-
dence hall scholarship program,
$80,000 to fund the newspaper pro-
gram and $1 million for repairs and
reconstruction, Schnackel said.
Schnackel said these costs were
necessary. 
“Our objective is not to make
money but to cover our costs,”
Schnackel said.
Several expense factors for next
year caused the proposed increase in
rates. These factors include the
students’choice of meal plans, a fac-
ulty salary and wage increase by 4
percent and the occupancy in resi-
dence halls, Greek Court and univer-
sity apartments. 
Schnackel said he wants the stu-
dents to know, however, that the
school is very concerned about stu-
dent suggestions for the budget.
“The hardest part about this com-
mittee is that sometimes the sugges-
tions do not go into effect until three
to four years later, and by then, it is
time to reevaluate interests,”
Schnackel said. “We can’t react as
quickly as the student ideas come
in.”
First comedian show of the semester to feature “Loveline” segment
By Jennifer Rigg
Activities editor
A former VJ on VH1 and a man
who has performed with comedians
such as Jim Carrey, Ellen
DeGeneres, Brett Butler and Pauly
Shore will put on a show tonight.
Comedian Mike Siegel will per-
form at 9 p.m. today in the
Rathskeller in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union, courtesy
of University Board Comedy.
This Chicago native blends new
comedic material with high energy, a
press release said. He also combines
his sharp writing skills with hilarious
facial expressions.
Siegel entered the comedy busi-
ness in 1990 and since then has been
seen nationally on VH1, NBC and
Comedy Central, a press release stat-
ed. He also has performed with some
of the biggest names in comedy and
has performed in A-list clubs across
the country. 
Dwight “The Natural” Nelson is
making his return to comedy by
opening for Siegel. Nelson has been
out of the comedic loop for almost
three months and has recently cho-
sen to return, said Tim Edwards, UB
comedy coordinator.
The show also will feature a seg-
ment of “Loveline.” The show, host-
ed by Odell “Bumpy” Jones, director
of urban programming for WEIU-
FM and amateur comedian, and
Edwards is a mock of the real
“Loveline” show on MTV. 
n 9 p.m., University Board Comedy hosts Mike
Siegel, Rathskeller, Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
n 5 p.m. and 8 p.m., Panther Preview shows
“Meet the Parents,” Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union, Grand Ballroom.
n 4-7 p.m., Natural Ties formal, Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union, Grand Ballroom.
n 12 p.m., Men’s and Women’s Swimming hosts
IUPUI, Lantz Gym.
n 5 p.m., Women’s basketball vs SEMO, 7:10
p.m, Men’s Basketball vs. SEMO, Lantz Gym.
n 9 a.m., Interactive Workshop on
Teaching/Student Learning, Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union, Grand Ballroom. 
n 2 p.m., Men’s Wrestling vs. Eastern
Michigan, Lantz Gym. 
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What’s ontap?
Kate Mitchell / Assoc. photo editor
Roll it
Peter Pratt, a writer, director, and producer, introduces his film “Follow Me Home” Thursday evening in the Grand Ballroom
of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. The University Board potential committee presented the film.
Special events open to all students, faculty, staff and community members can be published in What’s on tap. Events limited to spe-
cific groups or organizations or regularly scheduled events can be published in CampusClips. To have your event included send
details, including time, date, place and cost, to cucds6@pen.eiu.edu or bring a written statement to 1811 Buzzard Hall.
SundaySaturdayToday
In Thursday’s edition of The
Daily Eastern News, Lida Wall,
interim vice president for academ-
ic affairs, was misquoted.
Wall should have been quoted
as saying, “It is possible that some
courses will have three or four
more students in it.”
The editorial  in Thursday’s
edition incorrectly stated the status
of Harrison’s Cycling and Fitness.
The store will remain open until
June.
The News regrets the errors. 
Correction
Campus
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Betsy, Lets not swim your way
to Sarah Bush!  
Happy 21st Birthday.  
Love - Sra, Angie, Ciara
Top Chicagoland Bands at
Billy Denny and the
Mother's . . .. . .
Great Covers & songs from
their new CD 
“THE REAL THING” 
FRI
DAY
SAT
UR
DAY
TRIPPIN BILLIES
opened for Dave, & House of  Blues
TOMMY JOE
played Wrigleyville & 4 Leg Pub
This Weekend at
4 O’Clock Club
“Climb the Budweiser
Wall of Cash”
Saturday: Live DJ 
prizes
610 W. Lincoln Ave., Suite B
Charleston, IL 61920
(217) 348-6700
M, W-F  9-5
Tues      9-7
Sat        9-12
Eclipse
Full Service Salon
Drop in at 
715 Grant St.
#101
1-3 pm M,W
2-4 pm T,Th
Q u e s t i o n s  c a l l
Lindsey 348-1479
or Ladonna 367-2009
2 0 0 1
PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
The only OFF Campus Housing
ON Campus
(located across from the Union on 7th St.)
NOW LEASING FOR FALL
* 1,2 & 3 BEDRM *  CENTRAL AC
FURNISHED UNITS *  BALCONIES
*  FREE PARKING *  LAUNDRY
* FREE TRASH *  DISHWASHERS
*  1 SPRING 2001 LEASE AVAILABLE
GETT
RESULL TT S......
ADVERV TISE!TI !
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Dr. Onaiwu W. Ogbomo, the director of African-American Studies, talks to students and staff Thursday night at a panel called “Election 2000:
Any Lessons for American Democracy,” in Coleman Hall Auditorium. The panel consisted of Martin Hardeman, associate professor of histo-
ry, Annette Samuels, assistant professor of journalism, Andrew McNitt, professor of political science, Janet Marquardt, coordinator of
women’s studies and professor of art history, Craig Eckert, professor of sociology and anthropology, and Tim Engles, assistant professor of
English.
Faculty discusses
media’s role in
electoral process
By Brandon Fountain
Staff writer
Talks of the president elect and his new administra-
tion continue to surround the country with hot air. 
As the country tries to settle after the 2000 election,
the thought of what hangs in the balance for the nation
persists, even at Eastern.
A discussion was held by the African-American
Studies program Thursday. It featured the individual
viewpoints of professors.
The African-American studies coordinator, Onaiwu
W. Ogbomo, held the event to talk about the election.
The four main speakers were: Craig Eckert, professor of
sociology and anthropology; Martin Hardeman, associ-
ate professor of history; Jan Marquardt, professor of art;
Andrew McNitt, professor of political science; and
Annette Samuels, assistant professor of journalism.
English professor Tim Engles was moderator.
Craig Eckert voiced his disgust in both candidates,
Al Gore and George Bush.
“Are these two candidates the best both parties could
provide?” he asked.
Eckert said he could understand how 50 percent of
eligible voters could decide to not vote, one of the points
focused upon by the speakers.  
Samuels said the actions of the media during the
election may have added to the conflict of deciding the
president by announcing the president-elect before the
election was official. 
Samuels said the media coverage also could have
been the reason for missing voters. Fifty percent of the
voters are victims of the media’s inability to provide the
candidates philosophies and their future plans, she said.  
McNitt said there is a problem with the voting sys-
tem.
“The problem is we will have a president who lacks
legitimacy,” McNitt said.
He said the elimination of the electoral vote or grant-
ing the winner of the popular vote a bonus in electoral
votes would help solve the problem. 
Hardeman said he wanted to protest against both
presidential candidates by not voting. His missing vote
would have been one of the many gone unheard. 
Marquardt said she disapproved of the election by
simply questioning why both Bush and Gore dealt with
similar issues. 
“Where was vision in this election?” she asked.
Rearranged Union no
longer convenient
Have fun trying to get a mid-morn-
ing or afternoon snack in the University
Union!
I just returned to class this spring
semester to find that the Coffee Express
that was located in the lower lobby of
the east wing of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union was gone, as well
as the lobby shop located in the main
corridor of the west wing.
Both of these facilities provided con-
venient places in which to purchase
snack items and a hot cup of coffee or
soda pop during the day while taking
breaks from studying, doing research,
or work. The new setup that I discov-
ered upon returning to campus was
somewhat confusing, not to mention
very inconvenient.
While on campus this morning, I
decided to venture to the Union for a
cup of coffee and a couple of chocolate
chip cookies to give me a nice little
sugar and caffeine boost. I discovered
that I had to go to the lobby shop in the
east wing of the building to buy the
cookies and make a trip down to the
former Rathskeller to get a cup of cof-
fee.
I don’t understand why they had to
do away with Coffee Express, which
appeared to be highly successful, and
why they had to close the lobby shop,
which was very convenient for students,
faculty and staff alike.
Whatever happened to the luxury of
being able to get a decent snack, lunch,
and/or have a place where you could sit
down and relax with homework and/or
friends in the same place without feel-
ing so lost? 
Darren L. Talbot
Graduate student, speech communication
Panther Express
deserves respect
In order to help improve safety on
the campus of Eastern Illinois
University, the Shuttle Bus Committee
has established a new route for those
students who choose to drink on
Thursday through Saturday from 9 p.m.
to 1:30 a.m.
This was done to ensure the safety
of Eastern students as well as residents
of Charleston. In response to the actions
that took place on Jan. 12, I can only
say I that I am appalled by the situation
and hope that this will never happen
again. These actions are a shot to the
integrity of all Eastern students and
should be dealt with without tolerance.
Dean Johns, the Panther Express dri-
ver, has devoted his time to the shuttle
bus for reasons that are not of financial
need. Instead, Mr. Johns and other dri-
vers work late hours because they enjoy
helping out students. In my own inter-
actions with Mr. Johns I have always
experienced a man that cares for those
around him and a man that asks only
for a smile and an occasional thank you
from the students he serves. I applaud
his devotion to his strenuous job and
can only hope he will continue serving
Eastern students.
Eric Zilch
Shuttle bus coordinator
Today’s quote
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  c u a l t 2 @ p e n . e i u . e d u
“
”
A great flame follows a little spark.
Dante Alighieri
author, 1265-1321
The first student forumwas held on Jan. 11and provided the audi-ence with an in-depth
glimpse of contemporary stu-
dents’ lifestyles, views, hopes,
expectations and challenges. 
The forum participants were
a representative, diverse group
of the current Eastern popula-
tion: four females, five males,
University Honors Program par-
ticipants, one international stu-
dent, several members of minority groups, Student
Government representatives, and five out of nine were under
the age of 21. Five out of nine participants were from
divorced parents and none of them listen to country music. 
They were eloquent, forthright,informative, provocative,
and uninhibited by the presence of university administrators,
faculty and student peers. 
I had a front row seat where I thoroughly enjoyed the
two-hour exchange and felt privileged and proud that I am
part of an institution of higher learning with such an out-
standing student body as represented on the stage.
I wish more of us who are involved in the academic sec-
tor of the institution had been present, particularly those of
us who are directly involved in teaching, mentoring, advis-
ing, counseling, encouraging and inspiring students.
Contemporary student experiences are widely different from
our own college years and require different strategies to
wholly educate them.
Very early in my 37 years in academics, I realized, as
most other academicians do, that if we are going to be effec-
tive in accomplishing all of our tasks we must be aware of
our students’ home and residential lives, their hopes, aspira-
tions, outlook, expectations and habits.
In the early years of my teaching career, there were no
coed residential facilities. You could not hold hands or kiss
your girlfriend or boyfriend (if you did, you received a
Public Display of Affection [PDA] check, which forbade
you from leaving your reseidence hall for the entire week-
end). Of course, this applied only to females as gender dis-
crimination was much more intense in those days. 
These restrictions were generally the rule in major public
and private universities. Alcoholic beverages were not
allowed in campus residential halls and campuses were not
surrounded by bars. Students’ sexual activities were not
facilitated by campuses, were not as prevalent and accessi-
ble and were not commonly acknowledged.
They were not exposed to the extent of stimulants as they
are now. Students were not a part of any university commit-
tee, had no voice in any of the activities that affected them,
and never questioned the relevancy of the education they
received. They seldom questioned what we taught them and
liberal arts education (general education) was part of a very
few institutions of higher learning, unlike now.
During the forum, when the moderator asked the pan-
elists how many of them were sexually active, seven of the
nine stood up without hesitation.
In respone to the question of
how many panelists consume
alcoholic beverages regularly,
six stood up.
I was very impressed by the
panelists’ courage and forth-
rightness. Whether or not you
disapprove of any of these
behaviors, the panelists were a
good cross-sectional representa-
tion of any student body and
presented us with a clear
glimpse of who they are. 
They also expressed some concerns about the level of
extra-curricular activities available, some faculty members’
teaching style and classroom and class time management,
impersonal treatment of students in small classes (they never
learned any of the students’ names) and lack of academic
vigor in some courses.
However, they generally expressed a high level of satis-
faction with the faculty, administrators, staff and their acade-
mic experience. The panelists came through as very mature
considering their age, very sophisticated, and commonly
agreed with each other in spite of their diverse backgrounds
and experiences. 
Last academic year, the Student Technology Fee sub-
committee decided to request from Student Government a
fee increase to provide academics with more instructional
technology equipment. In representing the committee, I
attended several Student Government committees and gen-
eral session meetings as they deliberated the fee increase. 
I was very impressed with their thoroughness in dis-
cussing the issues and the collegial manner of the proceed-
ings. These were some of the best deliberations in which I
have participated, including faculty, administrative and staff
meetings. 
Our students deserve to be considered first in all of the
decisions we make that affect them.Training the future lead-
ers of this tumultuous democratic society is, after all, our
sole mission. I hope those of us who received the request to
reaffirm our commitment to our students have signed the
document and returned it to the Student Government Office.
Personally, I want to express my appreciation to those of
you who were responsible for organizing the first-ever
Student Forum on Eastern’s campus. The exchange provid-
ed the audience with a significant, in-depth insight into the
contemporary student lifestyle and outlook. The event was
particularly beneficial to those of us who are directly
involved with students’ academic training. I am sure many
of us look forward to such an annual forum and hopefully
with a larger audience.
Student forum informative and inspiring
“I wish more of us
who are involved
in the academic
sector of the 
institution had
been present.”
Alan Baharlou
Geology/geography chair
Your turn
Letters to the editor
n Alan Baharlou is the chair of the geology/geography depart-
ment and a guest columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-
mail address is cfab@eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the
author.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR – The Daily Eastern
News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author’s name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern
News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to
cualt2@pen.eiu.edu
EDITORIALS – The Daily Eastern News prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
Daily Eastern News student editorial board.
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Student Government members Wednesday may havesaved students a couple hundred dollars as well asbought a little extra time for themselves to discusshousing and dining rates.
Student Body President Katie M. Cox addressed the
Student Senate, asking for an amendment to the proposal
that would raise residence hall and dining services fees.
Originally, the senate was slated to approve the housing
and dining budget the same night they heard the details of
the housing and dining rate increases. This upset some sen-
ate members, as well it
should have. The Bond
Review Committee, which
draws up the budget propos-
al for the Board of Trustees,
didn’t provide Student
Senate with the full proposal
until 24 hours before the vote was to take place.
Senate members and Student Government executives
should be commended for taking the appropriate action of
requesting the Board of Trustees to table the proposal during
its meeting on Monday. Lou Hencken, vice president for stu-
dent affairs, made the right move by endorsing the Senate’s
decision, as well.
It is reassuring that a governing body whose primary goal
is to be the voice of the students would seek student input
before making a hasty decision.
The Student Senate has bought members of University
Housing a little time to come together and decide what they
would like to see in residence halls, which has a direct result
on the size of the rate increases.
Students who currently reside in residence halls and
those who plan to live in them in the future need to express
their concerns and ideas to members of Student Government
or the Residence Hall Association. 
After all, students who live in the residence halls should
have a voice in what goes on in their home away from
home. 
Student Government officials have paved the way for
your voice to be heard by members of the Housing and
Dining Office, Eastern Administration and the Board of
Trustees. 
Senate members have done their part by giving students a
chance to be heard. Now it is time for the students to take
advantage of that opportunity to let their ideas and concerns
be voiced. It is up to the students to follow the path the sen-
ate has created. 
The buck
stops here
Senate action
The Student Senate deserves a
round of applause for their
refusal to endorse a bill until
they fully understood it.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
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FREE 6” SUB
when you purchase another 6” sub of equal or 
greater value, chips and a 32-oz. fountain drink.
Please present this coupon before ordering. Not valid if altered or
duplicated. Not valid on delivery. One order per coupon. One coupon per customer per visit.
Customer must pay any sales tax due. Not good in combination with any other offer.
Cash value 1/100 of 1¢. Offer expires 2/11/01.
Offer Good at the following location:
430 W. Lincoln  Charleston, IL  345-7827
Happy 21st Birthday
Johnny
Need money 
for the 
neccessities?
ADVERTISE!!
Saturday January 20th
at 5pm and 8pm
in the Grand Ballroom
MEET THE PARENTS
Free with ID
Sponsored by the 
Office of Orientation
www.springbreak.sopadre.com
Inserters
wanted.
Call The Daily Eastern News
@581-2812.
Advertise.
Living cost in university-owned
apartments, change in meeting
regulations go to BOT voting
By Joseph Ryan
Administration editor
The cost of living at University Court or in
University Apartments may increase  after a vote by
Eastern’s Board of Trustees.
The voting is on Monday at 8:30 a.m. in the 1895
Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union. 
The increase for students living in University
Apartments will range from $9 to $11 per month,
resulting in a month’s rent ranging from $313 to
$354. University Court’s per-semester cost for upper-
classmen will increase $55 to $75, resulting in a
semester cost of $1,890 to $2,565.
The increases were endorsed by the Student
Senate at Wednesday night’s meeting. 
Previously, the BOT was set to vote on an increase
for residence halls and Greek Court that would range
from $195 to $210, resulting in room and board rates
between $2,195 and $2,460. However, the Student
Senate refused to endorse the increase until they had
time to get more information.
“It was obvious that the Student Senate would not
have known what they were voting on even though
Bill Schnackel, director of housing and dining ser-
vices, did a good job with the presentation,” said Lou
Hencken, vice president for student affairs.  
“The budget is a very complicated matter that just
can’t be explained in a hour. I’m going to ask the
BOT to not vote on the residence hall increase, but
they will vote on the University Court and University
Apartment increase,” Hencken said. 
The next scheduled BOT meeting is April 21, but
Hencken said a special board meeting may be called
in late February to vote on construction bids and the
residence hall increases could be voted on at that
point. 
The BOT can vote and pass the increases without
the Student Senate’s endorsement.
“Letting the Student Senate endorse these sorts of
increases is something we have never done before,
but Adam Weyhaupt (speaker of the senate), and
Katie Cox (student body president), wanted to dis-
cuss it with the senate,” Hencken said.  
“There is nothing in our budgets that worries us if
people see them,” Hencken said. 
The BOT will also be voting on changing its reg-
ulations to allow a period of time to be set aside for
public comment at the end of each board meeting. 
The proposed revision is a direct result of an act,
P. A. 91-0715, enacted by the Illinois General
Assembly, a press release stated. Individuals will be
allowed up to five minutes for comments or ques-
tions, and only one person may speak on behalf of an
organization. 
In addition, the total time for presentations would
be limited to 20 minutes unless trustees move for and
approve a longer period, and persons wishing to
address the board would need to submit their request
in advance, according to a press release. 
In other business, the BOT will also consider bids
for the labor and materials needed to expand space
and remodel the University Union for the new food
court, and design and planning services for the addi-
tion of sprinkler systems in Greek Court buildings,
East Hall and 12 University Court apartment build-
ings, a press release stated.
By Victoria A.Tomason
Staff writer
The Council on Academic
Affairs Thursday approved two
new options in the physics require-
ment and eliminated the 15-hour
requirement for transfer students. 
The two new options in the
physics major, radiation physics
and applied physics, will now be
offered to students. The radiation
physics option is for students
interested in applications of
physics that occur in the nuclear
radiation fields, according to the
proposal.
The applied physics option is
for students interested in quantita-
tive applications of the laws of
physics to a number of applied
areas including electronics, geo-
sciences and solid-state physics,
according to the proposal.
The council also eliminated the
15-hour-rule for transfer credit,
helping Eastern to be more trans-
fer-friendly, said Douglas Bock,
speech communication professor.
At the request of Mary Anne
Hanner, chair of the academic
waiver approval committee, the
council reviewed the rule and its
deletion will be effective in Fall
2001.
Previously, the rule was in
place to prevent students from
bouncing around from school  to
school and receiving a degree
from Eastern, Bock said. It has
since become obsolete.
In an e-mail, Hanner said, “Our
research indicates that no other
senior institution in Illinois has
such a rule. Students will benefit
from greater flexibility.”
In other business, the council
approved two new chemistry
courses, Organic Chemistry
Laboratory I and II, which will be
required to be taken in sequence. 
Both classes will be required
for chemistry majors, according to
the proposal.
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345-4743
3 W Lincoln Ave
FREE DELIVERY! **
1 Large Pizza
with 1 Topping
$7.49
2 Medium
Pizzas
w/1 Topping and
Crazy Bread &
Sauce
$11.99
1 Extra Large Pizza
With 1 Topping
Plus Crazy Bread
$9.99
LLaasstt   CChhaannccee.. .. ..   TT iimee   II ss   RRuunnnn iinngg   Ouutt
Hoomeeccoomiinngg     220011   CCoommii tttteeee
APPLL IICATT IIONS DUE TTODAY!! !!
Turn in at Student Activities Centeri i i i
Room 201, MLK Jr, . Union. i
Friday
Cajun Ribeye....11.95
New Orleans Pasta....11.95
Frog Legs....11.95
Drink Specials
Domestic Beer....1.50
Margaritas....2.50
235-1455
516 Piatt Mattoon, IL
Saturday
Prime Rib....11.95
Chicken Parmesean....7.95
Cajun NY Strip....10.95
Drink Specials
Imported Beer....2.00
Fuzzy Navel....1.50
235-1455
516 Piatt Mattoon, IL
WANT A
FREE AD?
The Dining and
Entertainment Guide 
is January 25th!
One of Eastern’s own
to see inauguration
By Jennifer Rigg
Activities editor
While many students are glued
to their television sets Saturday,
watching newly elected President
George W. Bush being sworn in at
his inauguration, one of Eastern’s
employees will be present.
Betsy Jewell, Student
Publications Business Manager,
will watch the inauguration from
only 50 feet away.
As if seeing the inauguration
isn’t enough excitement for them,
Jewell and her family also are
planning on attending the inaugur-
al ball in Washington D.C. for the
Illinois delegates. 
Jewell’s father obtained the
tickets from a contact of his in
Congressman Tim Johnson’s
office. Their tickets, however,
came from the Speaker of the
House’s office.
“That’s just how it came to be,”
Jewell said. 
Jewell and her family will be
staying in downtown Washington
D.C. and are planning to do some
sightseeing while they are there.
They also are going to try to get
into former Missouri Senator John
Ashcroft’s trials if they are still in
progress.
Jewell’s father also has pend-
ing passes to visit the White
House.
“My dad is a historical buff,
sohe thought (the inauguration)
would be a really interesting thing
to see,” Jewell said.
CAA approves options
in physics requirement
Sports
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Swimmers start home stretch
By Brianne Donbar 
Staff writer
The Eastern men’s and women’s
swim teams will take on Indiana
University-Purdue University at
Indianapolis in the first of four
straight weekend home meets
Saturday at noon.  
Saturday will mark the third time
this season the Panthers will swim
against IUPUI; however it will be the
first time the Eastern men and
women will be facing the Jaguars in
their own pool.
“It’s real nice to be at home and in
our own pool,” Panther head coach
Ray Padovan said. 
The Panther women defeated
IUPUI the last time they met by a
sizeable margin and they hope to do
that again.
“I don’t anticipate a very hard
meet – we’re a bit stronger than they
are,” Padovan said. 
“They have two or three top notch
swimmers who will give us some
good meets.”
The story will be different on the
men’s side.
“This could be a very close meet
for us,” Padovan said. “Two of our
divers might not be able to compete
because of academic obligations.”
Another reason that competition
for the men will be closer is the
absence of two of the men’s key
swimmers. 
“Both Nic (Cheviron) and Josh
(Kercheval) have been fighting
injuries,” Padovan said. “They
haven’t been able to get through a
full practice all week.”
The Panther men, however, hope
to see strong performances from
other members of the team. They will
be looking to freshman Rich
Wahlgren to put in a solid perfor-
mance in the 50 freestyle. 
“The 50 free is going to be a head
to head event,” Padovan said.
“This will be a key event for us,
because they beat us in this event in
their pool.”
Essentially,MLB is saying it is better to be a wife-beating,drug
addicted tax dodger than a gambler. Yeah, that seems about right.
But I guess that should come as no surprise. History has
shown us that is the way it has always been.
Shoeless Joe Jackson has been banned for 90 years for his
involvement in the infamous Black Sox scandal. Jackson’s case
is a little different from Rose’s. Jackson was accused of betting on
a game he was involved in. Although, when you look at Jackson’s
numbers in the World Series, you would never think he threw any
games.
He was only given one chance, and 90 years later he is still
kept out of Hall of Fame voting.
And what about Steve Howe? This is a guy who has been sus-
pended five times for drug or alcohol problems. And yet, if he
wanted to play today, he would be allowed to. And if his numbers
were good enough to get him in the Hall, he would be placed on
the ballot. 
Doesn’t quite seem fair, does it? 
And yet we all wonder why professional athletes are con-
stantly in trouble with the law. History has shown the league
accepts druggies before gamblers. 
Every year that Rose is kept out of the Hall of Fame is a trav-
esty. He has done his time and then some. There is no way he
should be banned from the game for something that has never
even been proven when the majors are crawling with players that
have legitimate problems that should keep them out of the game
for good.
So, for another year, the streak of consecutive seasons com-
mitting at least one error continues. If the induction committee
keeps this up, they will be worse than Jose Valentin.
Bauer
from Page 8A
FRIDAY SATURDAY
“Grab a bull by it’s horns!”
$2.50 RED BULL MIXERS
50¢ Bud Light Drafts
$2.00 NEGRO MODELO
$2.00 CORONA
$2.00 DOS EQUIS
TEQUILA SHOT SPECIALS kkkk
50¢ MILLER LITE DRAFTS
Weekend
$2.25 Captain
Morgan Mixers
$3.00 Red Bulls
Shot Specials
Visit us online at
Stusonline.com
UB COMEDY SHOW
Rathskellar at 9:00pmRathskellar at 9:00pm
Friday January 19thFriday January 19th
Refreshments and GiveawaysRefreshments and Giveaways
Featuring Featuring 
M I K EM I K E SIEGELSIEGEL
Loveline show before ComedianLoveline show before Comedian
Mon - Sat 11am-2Am Sun 11am-12Mid
w/up to 
3 toppings 
offer Good All Day... Everyday
Panther Pizza
99
$7.
348-1626
Large
GET RESULTS...
ADVERTISE!
Louis Taylor will be wrestling a
nationally-ranked wrestler at 174
pounds and this is one of many
matches the Panthers will be concen-
trating on.
The lineup has been through a few
adjustments in preparation for this
weekend.
Junior James Eichmiller will be
wrestling at 133 pounds and Joe
Gleissner will return to action after
knee surgury, wrestling at 197 pounds
Sunday.
“Joe Gleissner will wrestle at
197,” McCausland said. “His knee
recuped pretty well.  
“His conditioning is not what he
nor I like it, but we both know that he
just has to get in there and wrestle,”
he said. 
“It will be a tough first match for
him.”
Wrestlers
from Page 8A
Braviere- You guys had a tough loss this week,
and that’s two tough losses in the conference. What
can you guys do to rebound from that especially
with SEMO coming in?
Samuels- Well, we can be refreshed by coming
home. We always seem to have a greater energy
level and greater stamina playing at home. 
Braviere- With SEMO being the returning
Ohio Valley Conference champion how big of a
game will this be and is it a measuring stick for
your team right now?
Samuels- It is a measuring point. You know, I
think Southeast Missouri is one of the better teams
in the OVC. They are always a challenge for us to
play; to be resilient is important after the loss at
Tennessee Tech. We’ve said all along if we’re to be
contenders in the conference, we need to win at
home and take the wins on the road where we can
get them.
Braviere- Is that something that concerns you
now that your team has gone on the road now three
times and haven’t fared too well?
Samuels- I’m not unduly worried right now.
We’ve frankly been a fairly good road team in the
OVC over the past several years. What I’ve been
looking at is I think perhaps we’ve played at two of
the tougher places in the OVC (in Tennessee Tech
and Austin Peay). 
What’s encouraging there is each time we were
in the game. We were on the verge of a break-
through at Austin Peay. But what becomes more
important is winning at home, and getting road vic-
tories where you can.
Braviere- SEMO is another team just like
Murray State in that your team has not fared as
well against the Indians. Do you think any of your
players have the feeling that they better get their
acts together, especially at home?
Samuels- Well, if they haven’t they will be 
reminded at practice. Not just that we haven’t fared
well, but there is an understanding that the things
that SEMO does are solid. We have trouble play-
ing against them, and we have to be prepared to
play, and be prepared to give a great effort.
Braviere- If you had to look at one aspect of
SEMO’s play that may concern you, what is it?
Samuels- What I’m worried about right now is
SEMO’s ability to take the ball off the dribble. We
haven’t faced that a lot, but when we have, we’ve
had trouble with that.
Braviere- You mentioned after the Tennessee
Tech game that your team was tired and flat-footed.
Did you take it a little easier on the guys this week?
Samuels- Well, we had taken (Wednesday) off.
You know what, and I think our players really
believe this, I have been really cautious about
fatigue since coming back from the holiday break.
Even before we went to Tennessee Tech, I let the
starters out 20 minutes before the rest of the team
at practice. It’s a two-fold thing. We’ve got young
kids we need to develop, and the fact I’m cautious
of the kids playing 33-35 minutes a game, and still
maintain the conditioning of the kids playing 8-10
minutes a game.
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Editor’s Note: Staff writer Anthony Braviere will be holding a
series of weekly interviews with Eastern head men’s basketball
coach Rick Samuels. This week they talked about bouncing back
after Tuesday’s road loss at Tennessee Tech and what it will take
for the Panthers to defeat the defending OVC Champs at Lantz. Rick
Kyle Bauer
Staff editor
e-mail: cukmb12@pen.eiu.edu
The Power Alley
Rose belongs
in the Hall
Major League Baseball’sHall of Fame inductioncommittee has success-fully kept its string of
consecutive years of making at least
one error in tact. 
This year, as it has done for the
past five years, MLB has kept Pete
Rose off of the Hall of Fame induc-
tion list. Kirby Puckett and Dave
Winfield made the list, but Rose was
conspicuously missing. 
The man dubbed “Charlie Hustle”
was banned from the game for life in
1989 for allegedly gambling on the
sport while he was managing the
Cincinnati Reds. 
Never mind the fact that Rose led
the Reds to a pair of World Series
titles and also helped the Philadelphia
Phillies win their last title. 
And never mind the fact that Rose
stands as the game’s all-time hit
leader with 4,256 over his 24-year
career.
Rose was tossed from the game in
1989 and has suffered countless
appeal denials over the course of the
last decade even though no proof was
ever found that he had bet on base-
ball. 
The most anybody could find was
that he bet on Monday Football
Games, which, last time I checked, had
nothing to do with the sport of baseball.
Doesn’t a guy deserve a second
chance? Nobody has ever proved that
Rose bet on baseball and nobody
probably ever will. Rose has done no
wrong, yet he has still been made out
to be one of the game’s worst villains.
What about Darryl Strawberry?
This is a man whose arrest report is
far more impressive than anything he
has done on the baseball field. 
n He was suspended three times
for testing positive for cocaine.
n He was arrested for soliciting a
prostitute.
n He was arrested for allegedly
breaking his wife’s nose after a game.
n He was arrested for assault with
a deadly weapon during an argument
with his wife.
n He was arrested for striking a
woman he was living with and who
was also mother of his illegitimate
child.
n He was investigated for failure
to file his income taxes.
n He failed to show up to the
Dodgers’ final exhibition game in
1994 and was not located until later
that night.
After all of that, Strawberry’s only
penalty was a 120-day suspension.
Two months later, commissioner Bud
Selig reduced that by one week.
Strawberry’s stats are probably
not good enough for him to get seri-
ous Hall of Fame consideration, but
after all of his troubles, his stiffest
punishment was a suspension.
Rose was banned for life.
Doesn’t seem fair, does it?
See BAUER Page7A
Wrestlers host EMU
Bill Ruthhart/Staff photographer
Panther junior wrestler Louis Taylor tosses his opponent from Wyoming last Sunday at Lantz Gym.
By Kevin  Mulcahy
Staff writer
The Eastern wrestling team is making some
adjustments  to get ready for a dual meet against
Eastern Michigan Sunday at 2 pm in Lantz Gym.
After a week with two disheartening losses,
Eastern head wrestling coach Ralph McCausland
is preparing his team for a showdown.
“We’re right there,” McCausland said. “ We’ve
had a great week of practices. We still have to
make a few adjustments though.”
The difference in the two matches against
Northwestern and Wyoming was the points the
Panthers had to give up for forfeiting the 125
pound bouts.
The issue is still up in the air if someone will
wrestle the 125-pound match; however,
McCausland hopes the team will pick up any slack.
“We have to close matches out and increase
tempo,” McCausland said. “I took a look at last
week and we were good in the first and second
periods, but we fell in the third periods. That’s
where the guys need to pick it up.”
There are some key matches that will be a con-
cern for the Panthers this weekend, according to
McCausland.
“The 133, 141, 174 and 197 matches are their
front-runners,” McCasuland said. “They are defi-
nitely key matches and we have to capitalize on
those matches.”
SEMO’s women
near top of OVC
By Melissa McCarter
Staff writer
Saturday’s matchup between Eastern’s women’s
basketball team and Southeast Missouri features two
teams going in opposite directions.
The Otahkians are currently 9-6 overall and off to
a fast start in the Ohio Valley Conference with a 4-1
record. The Panthers, on the other hand, are strug-
gling and have lost eight straight game. Eastern is just
4-12 on the season and a winless 0-5 in the OVC.
Despite Eastern’s dismal start, SEMO head coach
Ed Arnzen still speaks highly of the Panthers.
“Eastern, despite its record, is a good basketball
team,”Arnzen said. “They are well-coached, and they
have lost a couple of their games by a narrow pargin.
“Plus, in Tennessee, a lot of their girls had the flu,”
he said. “So you really can’t go by the record.”
Since the semester break, Arnzen has tinkered
with his lineup and found a combination of players
that has resulted in the Otahkians win four of its first
five conference contests. 
A key to that success has the emergence of two
newcomers into the Otahkian starting lineup, includ-
ing two-time OVC Newcomer of the Week Veronica
Benson.
Consistent play from Otahkian power forward
Laurie Chase and junior Pam Iversen’s return from
reconstructive knee surgery have also been keys to
the Otahkians’ recent success, Arnzen said. 
Despite his team’s fast start, Arnzen said his players
still have room for improvement.
“We need to improve in all areas,” he said. “Ball
handling and eliminating turnovers are two main
things we need to do.
“When we are successful we don’t turn the ball
over very much,” Arnzen said. “The most important
thing is that our team has confidences in our ability.”
Panthers look to rebound
After loss to Tech, Samuels’
squad tries to bounce back
against Southeast Missouri
Eastern Michigan travels to Lantz Sunday
See WRESTLERS Page 7A
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The Charleston Alley Theatre, a sometimes forgotten cultural icon of Charleston, clos-
es its 10th season with a performance of “The Sisters Rosensweig” by Wendy
Wasserstein.
The plot revolves around three Jewish sisters, all whom have gone their separate ways.
The eldest sister, Sara, has moved to London to become a banker. Pfeni is now a travel
writer, and Gorgeous, the third sister, is the host of her own radio show.The three gath-
er to celebrate Sara’s birthday, along with other friends and relatives.
The three sisters are portrayed by Susan Eisenhour as Pfeni, Linda Bagger as Sara, and
Tracy Harpster as Gorgeous.
Other members of the cast include: Thom Schnarre as Jeoffrey, the gay fiancee of
Gorgeous, Harrison Gree as Nick, a friend of Sara’s and Duke Bagger as Merv, a guest at
the party who seems to have a crush on Sara.
New to the theater is Lakeland College student Janey Dunn who plays Tessie, the
daughter of Sara. Ray Rupp, a senior in high school, completes the cast list by portraying
Tom,Tessie’s love interest.
Duke Bagger not only portrays Merv in the show, but is also the director, technical
director and set designer.
“It is humorous and light, with some serious content,” Linda Bagger said of the play.
“It has little depth to it, but it is Wendy Wasserstein.”
Wasserstein’s plays often reflect feminist themes and use satire. Some of her plays
include “The Heidi Chronicles” and “Uncommon Women and Others.”
Besides plays, the theater is also housing selected artworks by a different artist.The
artist currently showcased is Carolyn Brown Hodge. “There will be a different one for
each show,” Bagger said.
The theater is sometimes overlooked, especially in this town, some say.
“It’s a real cultural icon for Charleston,” said Charleston resident Gaye Harrison. “I
think they are doing a wonderful job.”
After the performances of “The Sisters Rosensweig,” those that frequently visit the
theater can look forward to a dramatized reading of “Trojan Women” in March, accord-
ing to Bagger.
“It’s our catastrophe season,” Bagger said.“Everything (each play) next season will be
one dealing with a disaster.”
Bagger also stated that contrary to popular belief, open auditions are held at the the-
ater.
“We’re always looking for new people,” Bagger said.
The final performances of “The Sisters Rosensweig” will be held tonight and Saturday
at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m.The theater is located at 718 Monroe Avenue. Call 345-
6070 for ticket information.
by kristen griffin
Staff writer
The Corrs new album will leave you “Breathless”
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Linkin Park busts out of Southern California
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“13 Days” is more than a movie
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stump the quiz
Dear Quiz Kid,
I heard that Jason Newsted has left Metallica this past week. Is this true? And who
were the founding members of Metallica?
Anonymous, Charleston, Ill
Dear Anonymous,
Yes, it’s true, Metallica has lost another bassist to “personal and private rea-
sons.” Their last bass player, Cliff Burton, died in a bus accident back in 1987.
He, however, was not Metallica’s first bassist; vocalist and rhythm guitarist
James Hetfield played bass on Metallica’s first recording back in 1981, along
with Lars Ulrich on drums and Lloyd Grant on lead guitar. Dave Mustaine and
Ron McGovney came and went, but Kirk Hammett stayed for good.
Stump the Quiz Kid is a new addition to the Verge.
Send questions to try and stump the Quiz Kid to cujrm8@pen.eiu.edu.
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What happened to the movies?
by jamie moore
Verge editor
They just don’t make movies like they used to. I
realized this while watching “The Princess Bride”
the other night with some of my friends. Okay, so
maybe “The Princess Bride” is a bit on the cheesy
side, but the entertainment value ranks fairly high.
It’s the kind of movie people can watch time and
time again, yet never grow tired of viewing. So
where are these movies now?
In today’s film industry, it seems that movies are
made for the sole reason of earning top box-office
grosses. Producers and directors have became so
caught up in this money-making act, they have for-
gotten how to entertain us. Movies are now lacking
original content and story lines.
A prime example is this past holiday season. The
media gave a lot of promotion to the movies that
came out, but in my mind, the movies lacked meat.
Most movies were spin-offs of previously released
movies. One can still consider them good movies,
with great acting, but to be an excellent movie, it
has to contain both great acting and great, original
story line.
Take “Cast Away” for example. Tom Hanks
showed that an actor can do great things with few
speaking parts. He has defined his career by being
able to take on any role. I couldn’t help but feel
throughout the movie however, that it was a mod-
ern-day Gilligan’s Island. The main difference hap-
pens to be that Hanks’ character uses his intelli-
gence, which happens to take a while, to get off the
island.
Another film, “The Family Man,” was about as
predictable as they come. This modern-day version
of “It’s a Wonderful Life” doesn’t leave much to the
imagination in the story line. Again however, the
movie does deliver quality acting from both Nicolas
Cage and Tea Léoni. It was a pleasant movie and I’m
pleased that I saw it, but it just left me wishing for
more.
Perhaps the entertainment industry is entering a
new era, where all the good ideas for movies have
been exhausted and acting talent has become the
central goal. This could be a definite change from
the early-part of the ‘90s, when movies lacked both
content and acting. At least now the industry is
progressing in one of these areas.
Maybe I’m being a bit harsh on the entertainment
industry, but we’re the moviegoers paying to view
their works and they are getting paid very well for
what they do. With the prices theaters set for tick-
ets now, many people are limited in what movies
they get to watch. We want to be able to be satis-
fied with the money we spend on a night at the
movies.
I came from a small hometown where the cost
of seeing a movie at the theater was only $1.50.
This was before it was shut down due to the multi-
plexes rapidly growing in the area and that was only
four years ago. We didn’t care if the movie was bad,
because it was actually cheaper to go to the movies
than to rent it on video. Movies came to our small
theater fairly fast too. I can remember
seeing a movie only two weeks after its debut.
The days of cheap movies are a thing of the past
however. Sure we have the Will Rogers theater,
which offers a cheap alternative, but how many of
us actually wait for the movie we really want to see,
to take weeks to come to the cheap theater? Many
of us are willing to spend the extra $4 to see it
right when it comes out.
Just like the stories of our parents and grandpar-
ents tracking miles barefoot in the snow, one day
we will be telling our children of the “cheap”
movies back when we were young. However, I hope
that we will be only talking of the price differences
and not how movies were better in our time. We
might be in a current movie slump, but hopefully
new ideas are sure to be conjuring in the ideas of
writers everywhere. So, writers hurry up ... I’m
ready for a new idea to hit the big screen. Until
then, I’ll enjoy watching movies I grew up on, such
as “The Princess Bride.” At least I know I’m sure to
be entertained.
***
send comments or questions to jamie at
cujrm8@pen.eiu.edu or call 581-2812
50¢ Off Any 
Blizzard 345-6886
Eagle’s Aerie 3100
375 N. 14thSt * 345-1612
Friday 6-8PM $5.00 FISH or $9.00 STEAK Dinner
New Band & Drink Specials Every Week!
9 - Midnight
New Guests & members Welcome
*must be 21 to stay past 9PM*
Charleston Community Church
Welcome Students!
Non-denominational
Exciting worship services with 
PRAISE BAND!
College Groups Bible Studies & activities
Sunday Worship 9am,  Sunday School 11am
Wednesday Worship 7pm
Free Student Transportation
2360 Shawnee Dr
(East of Rural King & 18th St.)
For more info call
345-4910
On Feb 10th
in the Rec Center
Call Hiedi at 348-8623 for more info
Up Til Dawn
YOU ARE THE MAGIC
is coming to EIU!
Silver Star Skate Center
Friday open 6:30 - 1  :   1:00pm admission $5.00:   .
Saturday College night $2.00 with id 6:30 - 10;00pm   .    :   ;
Skate r ental $1.00 .
Book parties now call 234-6667 leave message      
located N Rt 45 Mattoon    
Buy 
Anything
Of Value
HIGHEST
IN 
QUALITY
JEWELRY & REPAIR
COINS
VCR’S
TV’S
GUNS
COLLECTIBLES
VIDEO GAMES
CD’S
DVD’S
TOOL’S
$UPREME PAWN SHOP
345-0777
GOLD & SILVER
BALL CARDS
WE LOAN 
THE MOST
1000           18th           1st  St.
Coles County
Health Department
ANONYMOUS
HIV Counseling & Testing
available by appointment only
ask for Joyce or Judy
Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30
825 18th Street 
Charleston, IL 61920
Mattoon (217) 258-0530
Charleston (217) 348 0530
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Beowuls 8:00 p.m. Fri. Jan 20 Foellinger Hall (Champaign) $2-5 SOLD OUT!! 333-6282
Mike and Joe 10:00 p.m. Fri. Jan. 19 Canopy Club (Champaign) $4 344-2263
Jazz Happy Hour 5:30-9:00 p.m. Every Sat.             Friends & Co. Free 345-2380
D.J. Dance Party !0:00 p.m. Sat. Jan. 20 Canopy Club (Champaign) T.B.A. 344-2263
Danwen Jiang 8:00 p.m. Sat. Jan. 20 Foellinger Hall (Champaign) $2-5  333-6282
Open Mic Night 10:00 p.m. Every Wed. Friends & Co. free 345-2380
Tripping Billies (Matthews cover band)           10:00 p.m.  Fri. Jan 19 Mother’s $5 345-1543
Sing along to “The Sound Of Music”              7:00 p.m. Fri. Jan. 19 Fox Theatre (St. Louis) $16.50-11.50 (314) 535-2900
Elwin Motel 9:00 p.m. Sat. Jan. 20 Gunner Buc’s (Mattoon) T.B.A. 235-0123
The Verge 9:30 p.m. Sat. Jan 20 The Uptowner $2 345-4622
Sing along to The Sound Of Music film 7:30 p.m. Sat. Jan. 20 Fox Theatre (St. Louis) $16.50-11.50 (314) 535-2900
Tommy Joe 10:00 p.m. Sat. Jan. 20 Mother’s $5 345-2455
The Brat Pack Fri. Jan 26 Mother’s T.B.A. 345-2455
Who When Where Price Phone
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Soon-to-be-signed wonder hits Mother’s
Tommy Joe got their start as a cover
band.  Essentially, the band played popular
tunes from the 60’s, 70’s and 80’s in local
pubs around Chicago and its northwest
suburbs.
Tommy Joe began playing in the summer
of ‘99, practicing cover songs in the south
suburbs of Chicago.  It wasn’t until lead
vocalist Tommy Nicholls brought a song he
wrote to practice that the band began to
play original songs. Those original songs
are what eventually brought Tommy Joe to
what would be a path to major label
recording offers; it was a recording studio
in Chicago called Medicine Man.
Entering Medicine Man, Tommy Joe
began work on their debut album, “The
Real Thing,”  with Bob “Doc” Pucci doing
the engineering.  
Cliff Balsamello, owner of Medicine Man
studios, happened to hear some of what
Tommy Joe had brought to the production
table and was very impressed.  Balsamello
and Pucci suggested that Tommy Joe find a
manager to get the ball rolling.
At the time, Tommy Joe went into the
studio all the band members were either
in school or in a full–time job. Joe Nicholls
(drums) was an industrial tech major and
attending Eastern, his brother Tommy
Nicholls (lead singer/rythm guitar) was a
University of I l inois graduate,  Mark
Stevens (lead guitar) was a management
major at Purdue, Geo Christiano (key-
boardist) was working as a high school
math teacher and Paul Dipaulo (bass) was
an architectural history major at College
of DuPage.  
Tommy Joe was soon introduced to
Henry Endemand of the Best Group
Enterainment managment company.
Endemand, who has been managing groups
since the eighties, liked what he heard and
suggested that Tommy Joe begin a vigorous
practice schedule.  By the fall of 2000,
after having been together for less than a
year, all the members of Tommy Joe had
quit their day jobs or college careers, were
practicing as much as five hours a day
every day, and were receiving letters of
intent ( to sign the band) from major
labels.
“So far we have received letters of
intent from Sony, BMG, Universal, and
we’re setting up a showcase for the B2
label, which is the label The Black Crowes
are on,” Christiano said in a phone inter-
view.
Christiano described Tommy Joe as a
straight rock band. He said they have a
very blues-oriented style and are often
compared with The Black Crowes and The
Dave Matthews Band, a band they cover a
few songs from. “Tommy Joe is a really
special band,” Medicine Man in–house pro-
ducer Jerry Lance said in a phone inter-
view.
“They (Tommy Joe) are a mixture of
what is happening today and what was
happening yesterday,” he said. Lance also
said that the studio hasn’t seen the kind of
action they have experienced with Tommy
Joe. “These guys had little studio experi-
ence, but when we sent out their demo,
the reaction it got was amazing,”  Lance
said.  Interest in Tommy Joe hasn’t stopped
at the major labels; allegedly, USA Today
plans to do a full spread on the band also,
according to Lance.
Tommy Joe has yet to go on tour, but
Christiano said the band had to be ready
because once they sign to a label, they will
be going on the road.  Their debut album,
“The Real Thing,” has just been completed
and, despite offers, is still being shopped
around L.A., New York and even overseas.
Despite all the hoopla, Tommy Joe will be
appearing live this Saturday at Mom’s, the
show starts at 10p.m., $5 at the door.
Classic jam band was ahead of their time
Heard of Janis Joplin? Heard of The Grateful Dead?
Take a look through your kaleidoscope eye at the won-
ders of The Quicksilver Messenger Service as The Verge
asks, “What if they were today?”  
First of all, if Quicksilver (for short) were around today,
they would probably be indicted on charges of blowing
kids’ minds and performing far too tripped-out jams with-
in a given construct of time and space, but that is neither
here nor there. The important fact is that Quicksilver was
a jam band before the term “jam band” existed and
before jamming out was solely about displaying one’s own
musical virtuosity.
Many of the members of Quicksilver started out as stu-
dio musicians for the Kinks, Rolling Stones, The Grateful
Dead, not to mention countless bands from the San
Francisco Haight–Ashbury scene. The most outstanding
attributes of Quicksilver are the ungodly psychedelic gui-
tar riffs and tonal bends like on their cover of Hamilton
Camp’s “Pride Of Man;” even their longest jams like “The
Fool” (12:03) will be sure to hold the interest of any true
jam band aficionado.
It is debatable whether the majority of kids today could
handle such tripped–out jams. Quicksilver tends not to be
very listener friendly at times, and the only air play
Quicksilver received was during experimental radio
broadcasts.
Quicksilver simply isn’t as sensitive as Dave Matthews
or as quirky as Phish; however, the band did happen to
start the whole jam band genre. One would hope that if
today’s jam bands are deemed talented, then their prede-
cessors would also be well received. That is, of course, if
time travel were possible.  
If Quicksilver were here today, the most interesting sit-
uation would be to see them open for Dave Matthews.  It
is questionable whether or not today’s generation—grow-
ing up on a false notion of what it means to be a rebel or
druggie and combating it by, say, cowardly killing their
classmates—could hear such a high powered dose of
music without interpreting it as see-parent-kill-parent.
The Quicksilver sound may not be mellow enough for
today’s audience to cope with.  A mid–60’s San Francisco
Quicksilver show didn’t involve as much toe–tapping as is
seen at jam band shows today. Drugged out fans were too
busy wondering how Quicksilver was tapping into the core
of their existence, as it was assumed to be within their awe-
struck, acid–laden minds.
Kids today deserve some credit. If they can appreciate
the melodies and talent prevalent in some of today’s jam
bands, then they will surely understand the capacity for orig-
inality inherent in any Quicksilver Messenger Service tune.
Although none of us will witness the original Quicksilver live
(though an incarnation of the band does tour), it is impera-
tive that all Deadheads, Phishheads, and Dave Matthews
Band fans give Quicksilver Messenger Service a good lis-
ten.  What would be especially cool would be to attend a
local jam band show and witness a Quicksilver cover being
played (hint). The Quicksilver Anthology and other various
Quicksilver albums may be on compact disc at most major
record stores, but are more easily found on vinyl, yes vinyl,
or on the web. Check for more Quicksilver info at: Shady
Groove, The Quicksilver Messenger Service Page at
http//www.penncen.com/quicksilver/.
TOP: Quicksilver today...
BOTTOM: Quicksilver yesterday.
photos courtesy of penncen.com/quicksilver
by benjamin tully
Associate Verge editor
by benjamin tully
Associate Verge editor
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I have to state that I have a varied taste
of music, but all the music has one thing in
common. It is all good.
I liked the Corrs’ last CD and was look-
ing forward to their new CD coming out.
By the time that “In Blue” came out
though, Napster had changed and was no
longer a source for me to listen to non-
mainstream music. In other words, without
hearing any of the songs, I didn’t buy it
right away. I waited until I could borrow
the album from a friend, which took some
time.  As soon as I heard it though, I had
no more doubts about buying it.
I did like their first single on the album,
“Breathless,” but my favorite song from the
CD is track 12, “Rain.”  True, I do not like
this album as much as the one before, but
it is worth your time and money to get.
The CD is a good mixture of upbeat
songs and more of the slower softer songs
as well. The Corrs, unlike a lot of bands
today, also have the talent to play instru-
ments that are different from the usual
instrument for example, the fiddle.  Imagine
that: a band that can sing and play instru-
ments. You don’t see that every day now.  
While it may seem that I am being hard
on a lot of bands, it is not so. There are
plenty of great bands like Dave Matthews
Band and others; however, the problem
now is that bands like Blink-182 only know
about three chords and cannot think of
anything original. You know the bands, the
ones that no matter how catchy it is, all
their songs sound the same and the CD is
not worth the cost of the paper used to
make the cover. That is why I am always
pleased to hear CDs like “In Blue” and be
reminded that there is good music out
there still.
“In Blue”
The Corrs
Atlantic/Lava Records
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Celtic combo will pick you up when ‘Blue’
by melissa huston
Staff writer
The Corrs wow the crowd with their
amazing fiddle power.
photo courtesy of www.rollingstone.com
Spen d Your Weekend at
$1.00 ALL U CAN EAT PIZZA 4-6
$1.00 SHOT SPECIALS
DJ SPIDER 9 PM - 1 AM
SHRIMP BASKET $4.49
RIB TIP BASKET $3. 49
CHARLESTON SOUND MACHINE 10   PM - 1  AM
FRI
DA
Y
SATURDAY
All Around Travel
Searching for Paradise?
Domestic + International Airlines
Cruise Lines • Amtrack • Hotels
Tour companies • Resorts
We Do It All • Fast + Efficient
348-8747
1625 18th St.
CHINA 88
1140 Lincoln  348-1232
We
DELIVER
Everyday
Lunch Buffet 11am ~ 2pm $5.20...includes softdrink
Dinner Buffet  4:30 ~ 8pm $7.10
Everyday Dinner Specials served w/ (2) Crab Rangoon
or Egg Roll & choice of BBQ Pork 
or Chicken Fried Rice...Includes softdrink
Hours Sun-Thurs 11am-9pm Fri-Sat 11am-10pm
THE LINCOLN BOOK SHOP 
NEW/USED CLASSIC/CONTEMPORARY
ART CHILDRENS COOK & NEW AGE
cards-calendars-journals-wrap-ribbon
Magentic Poetry-sealing wax & more
Fast Free Poster/Book Order Service
1/2 Price Holiday Saturday Specials
M/F 12-6, Sat 10-4 (through Dec 23)
ON THE CHARLESTON SQUARE
Friends
&Co
Heineken & Amstel
Light presents
JAZZ HAPPY HOUR!!
FREE
Every Saturday 5:30 p.m.- 9:00 p.m.
Featuring local and 
visiting musicians
-quartets, trios, and duets-
509 Van Buren 345-2380
Regal Nails
GREAT NAILS 
GREAT LOCATION
•Acrylic Nails •Pedicure
•Manicure with whirlpool
•Airbrush massage foot Spa
Regal Nails is individually owned & operated
Business Hours•Tues-Sat 10:30AM -8PM• Sun 11AM-5PM
Walk-Ins Welcome
Inside New Wal-Mart Super Center
2250 Lincoln Ave. Charleston...................................345-2001
JR’
s Bar-N-Grill
Every Sunday & Wednesday
8 - Midnight
Sunday Bloody Mary Specials $1.75
Wednesday Pucker Shots Special
$1.00
HUNGRY?
BORED?
The Dining and Enter tainment Guide
is January 25th!!
Don’t Miss It
GET
RESULTS......
ADVERTISE!I !
UB Lectures Presents:
A Multimedia Presentation by
W illiam Cane with 
demonstrations by EIU
students
Are you a
night
owl?
Insert for
The Daily
Eastern.
Call 
581-2812 
The Art of Kissing 
Wednesday , Jan.24, 2001
8:00 p.m. Grand Ballroom
Volunteers wanted
All demonstrators will receive
prizes and a chance to win a
Grand Prize Date Package. 
Call Lynn at 5117 for inform ation
From out of nowhere comes Linkin Park, a Southern
California band that most people would horn into the
same category as Limp Bizkit, Kid Rock, or your choice of
rap-rock outfit. What sets these newcomers apart from
Fred Durst and company is the fact that they display more
talent on their one CD than most other rap-rock bands
have shown in their entire careers.
The band’s debut record, “Hybrid Theory,” is basically
the musical representation of the album’s title. Linkin Park
effortlessly moves between genres on nearly every song,
going from an electronic beat to a pounding guitar rhythm
without any jarring side effects.
The key to Linkin Park’s sound lies in the fact that two
guys take care of the vocals. Instead of a rocker trying to
rap (Fred Durst) or a rapper trying to rock (the new
incarnation of Cypress Hill), Linkin Park boasts a rock
vocalist in Chester Bennington and a full-on MC in Mike
Shinoda. Vocal lines bounce off of each other and blend
together to create a unique sound.
And here’s the real shocker: Linkin Park’s music is
melodic. Rap-rock, as a genre, is not known for its terrific
use of melody, but more for a lot of shouting. Linkin Park
can do both. “Crawling,” for instance, is built on a simple
7-note electronic keyboard line that goes into a quiet
vocal line and builds into a full-blooded metal yawp. This
song is as dynamic as anything else on the record.
One of the worst examples of the band’s skills is the
record’s first single, “One Step Closer.” Sure, it’s a good
enough hard rock song, but it doesn’t really sound that
much different from what we’re used to. That’s probably
why it’s the first single.
A better single release would be “In the End,” a song
that can best be described as a rap-rock power ballad.
Imagine, if you will, a song built on a piano line that uses a
rapped verse to segue into a rock ballad chorus. I’ve never
heard anyone successfully do something even close to this
since Faith No More, and they were one of the greatest
and most influential of all modern rock bands. Take that
for what it’s worth.
Of course, the record isn’t wholly successful; “A Place
for My Head” and “By Myself” degenerate into stereotypi-
cal Korn knock-offs before they come to a close. “Hybrid
Theory” is at its best when it blends the genres in new
ways; “Forgotten” starts with a question-answer rap remi-
niscent of Run-DMC before sounding like the second
coming of Alice in Chains.
Just when you think the band doesn’t have any more
tricks up their sleeves, they pull off something like “Cure
for the Itch,” a turntable solo for DJ Joseph Haber that is
somehow able to feel like a natural part of the album
rather than a gimmick.
Linkin Park is pegged by many to be the proverbial
“Next Big Thing,” and why shouldn’t they? If they can keep
up the originality shown on “Hybrid Theory,” perhaps
they can reinvent the rap-rock genre as something that is
respected instead of discounted. This record fulfills the
promise that Korn made when they recorded “Follow the
Leader.” Their partially unsuccessful attempt to merge
rock and hip-hop, while displaying occasional bright spots,
fell on its face more than a few times. Remember that ill-
fated collaboration with Ice Cube, “Children of the
Korn?” Yuck.
Just wait until “In the End” inevitably hits radio and
MTV. Linkin Park is primed to explode.
“Hybrid Theory”
Linkin Park
Warner Bros. Records
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Rap-rock finds its brightest hope in So-Cal
Here’s your typical angry youth photo that every new band just has to be in. At least their record is original...
photo courtesy of linkinpark.com
by sean stangland
Staff writer
345-5666
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Is Right Around The Corner
* New Bulbs
* Cleanest Salon in Town
$35.00
One Month
Unlimited
Regular Bed
$50.00
One Month
Unlimited
Power Bed
South Side Cafe
Start the day off right!
• Daily Specials
• Breakfast Served All Day
Hours: M-F  5 AM - 2 PM
Sat   5 AM - 1 PM
614 Jackson Ave.
South Side of the Square 345-5089
Mrs. B’s Teacher Supplies
& 
Mrs. B’s School Tools
3225 Marshall Avenue
Mattoon, IL 61938
(217)235-6323
1812 Glen Park Drive
Champaign, IL 61821
(217)398-3806
the daily eastern news
advertise with 
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Save Up
To 
50%
Discount
Party Supplies
Mylar Balloons
$1.85 Filled
¢
¢
1604 Broadway  Mattoon
235-4163
Mon.-Fri.  9-5    Sat.  9-4
Part-time customer service and
deliver person. Between hours 8
am to 5 pm. Monday - Friday.
Apply in person. County Office
Products. 406 6th St.
_______________________1/19
Eastern’s Health Service/Health
Education Resource Center is cur-
rently accepting applications for
the Student Worker - Newsletter
Author/Publicist position.
Responsibilities include: Write
newsletter articles pertaining to
college health issues, health ser-
vice services and programs,
develop ads promoting health ser-
vice programs and services,
develop layout of newsletter using
Adobe Pagemaker/ Quark
Express. For more information
contact Eric Davidson at 581-3912
or csesd@eiu.edu
_______________________1/19
MODELS NEEDED. Male or
female models for painting class
for Spring 2001 semester and
weekend drawing sessions. To
apply, come to the Art Office, Fine
Arts 216.
_______________________1/23
Director/Teacher for cooperative
preschool, 60 college credits, 18
of Early Childhood. Call Tricia,
217-896-3022.
_______________________1/23
Charleston Dairy Queen looking
for students who are available for
lunch hours M-F Apply at 20 State
St.
_______________________1/25
Money problems?  We can help.
No up front fees. Call toll-free- 1-
866-605-3501.
________________________2/9
JOURNALISM AND ENGLISH
MAJORS. HIRING FOR 2ND
SEMESTER- PROOF READ-
ERS/COPY SETTERS. MUST
POSSESS COMMAND OF ENG-
LISH LANGUAGE, EXPERIENCE
WITH QUARK AND/OR PAGE-
MAKER A PLUS. APPLY AT
SCHOLASTIC RECOGNITION-
689 CASTLE DR.,
CHARLESTON. FOR DIREC-
TIONS CALL 345-9194.
_______________________1/31
NOW HIRING PART-TIME AND
FULL TIME POSITIONS, SEEK-
ING CANDIDATES FOR ORDER
ENTRY. STRONG KEYBOARD-
ING SKILLS A PLUS. MUST
POSSESS EXCELLENT COM-
MUNICATION SKILLS AND
EXPERIENCE WITH PHONE
SALES HELPFUL. APPLY AT
SCHOLASTIC RECOGNITION
689 CASTLE DR.,
CHARLESTON. FOR DIREC-
TIONS CALL 345-9194.
_______________________1/31
Brian’s Place Help Wanted. Part
time doorman and waitress. Apply
in person 
21st and Broadway, Mattoon. 234-
4151.
________________________01
The Regional Director is responsi-
ble for leadership and coordination
in  the planning, execution, and
evaluation of University of Illinois
Extension programs in Southern
Illinois, and for the administrative
management of all personnel and
field operations within that admin-
istrative area. The Regional
Director, housed in Mt. Vernon,
Illinois, reports to the Associate
Dean for Extension and Outreach
and works closely with members
of the Administrative Staff.
Required qualifications include an
earned doctorate degree in a field
related to the responsibilities of
the position and five years of pro-
fessional experience in a field
closely related to Extension edu-
cation. Candidates who can
demonstrate substantial progress
toward the completion of the doc-
torate degree will be considered.
Desired qualifications include five
years of Extension experience,
demonstrated ability to work effec-
tively with the Extension staff, vol-
unteers, and members of county
governing bodies, as well as civic,
business, and professional organi-
zations.
Salary is negotiable. To ensure full
consideration, application for this
full-time academic professional
position should be received by
February 2, 2001. The position
will be available as soon as possi-
ble after the closing date.
John C. van Es, Chair
Search Committee
University of Illinois Extension
214 Mumford Hall
1301 W. Gregory Drive
Urbana, IL  61801
Telephone: 217-333-9025
e-van1@uiuc.edu
Additional information on this posi-
tion is posted  at
www.extension.uiuc.edu   
The University of Illinois is an
Affirmative Action/ Equal
Opportunity Employer.
________________________01
Attention Playstation 2 for sale.
Minimum bid $400. Highest bid
wins. Still in box. Ask for Mark.
348-5335
_______________________1/22
REFRIGERATOR. GE 3.7 cu/ft.
Like new. $140. call 345-6917
_______________________1/22
‘95 Rockshox Judy SL in excellent
condition. Many upgrades. Must
sell. $150 O.B.O. 348-1866
_______________________1/26
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY!  Nice,
clean, convenient house near
campus for 1,2, or 3 sublessors. 3
BEDROOMS. 235-4672  Jamie.
______________________1/19
3 bedroom house close to cam-
pus, 3 people, w/d, nice back
yard, new carpet, new furnace/ca.
10 months 8/01-5/02, $300 each;
3 bedroom duplex, 3 people, w/d,
dishwasher, nice yard, 12 months
6/01-5/02, $250 each. 345-4494.
______________________1/19
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT. 1 or
2 people needed. Near campus.
345-2416.
______________________1/22
2 Bedroom Apartment Available
Now. Water/Trash furnished.
$380 per month. Call 217-897-
6266.
______________________1/22
3 houses- 
3 bedroom. $250 each. 1521
11th.
2 bedroom. $275 each. 1517
11th.
3 bedroom. $250 each.
Dishwasher, washer/dryer. 1515
11th. Call 345-5808 or 549-7242.
______________________1/22
Apartment and Houses available
for Fall 2001. Various sizes. Visit 
www.eaganestates.com  e-mail
eagan510@aol.com or phone
217-897-6266.
______________________1/22
BRITTANY RIDGE. . . Big enough
for privacy, conveniently
equipped, affordably priced: $188
per person. C21Wood, Jim Wood,
345-4489.
______________________1/22
ORCHARD PARK APART-
MENTS. 3 bedroom. Very large.
3 or 4 people needed. 345-2416.
______________________1/22
2 Bedroom Townhouse Apartment
furnished. Trash pickup included.
2 blocks from Campus. 348-0350.
______________________1/22
Close to campus. Upstairs, fur-
nished, 2 and 3 bedroom apart-
ments. 10 month. $250 each for
2, $200 each for 3. 348-0288.
______________________1/22
Fall 2001. 2 bedroom. $350 per
month. Water/trash included.
348-7698. Leave message.
______________________1/22
Spacious 3 bedroom furnished
apts for Fall 2001. Trash & Water
furnished, 10 month lease, No
pets. Call 345-3664
______________________1/23
For Rent 01 - 02  1st House on
2nd St. across from Lantz Gym  6
Bdr 2 1/2 Bath 2 kit  W&D  10
month lease 7 students more.
345-6868
______________________1/23
Houses for rent 3 blocks from
campus. 4 and 5 bedroom newly
remodeled.
Call 640-4605.
______________________1/24
1, 2, 3, & 4 bedroom apartments
available summer and fall 2001,
spring 2002. Lease and security
required. No Pets. 348-8305.
______________________1/24
Available 6-1-01, 10 or 12 month
lease, small efficiency apartment
for one, furnished, utilities includ-
ed, $375 month, close to Old
Main, call 345-4185.
______________________1/25
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT, 204
W. GRANT. CLEAN, QUIET
BUILDING, HEAT, WATER,
TRASH INCLUDED. SMALL PET
OKAY. A/C, PRIVATE PARKING,
$490/MONTH. AVAILABLE
AUGUST 2001. 345-6222 OR
581-6367.
______________________1/25
5 BDRM FURNISHED HOUSE.
CLOSE TO EIU. NO PETS. 348-
3977.
______________________1/26
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT
ABOVE DOWNTOWN BUSI-
NESS. WATER AND TRASH
COLLECTION PAID. NO PETS.
AVAILABLE FALL 2001. CALL
345-5821 FOR MORE INFORMA-
TION.
______________________1/26
AVAILABLE FALL 2001 NEWLY
REMODELED 4 BEDROOM 2
BATH HOUSE 2 BLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS. NO PETS!  FOR
MORE INFORMATION CALL
345-5821.
______________________1/26
AVAILABLE FALL 2001 3 BED-
ROOM 1 BATH HOUSE WITH
WASHER/DRYER AND CEN-
TRAL AIR. 2 BLOCKS EAST OF
CAMPUS. NO PETS. FOR
MORE INFORMATION CALL
345-5821.
______________________1/26
NEW 3 BEDROOM 2 BATH
UNITS WASHER/DRYER/DISH-
WASHER/CENTRAL AIR. NO
PETS. 2 BLOCKS EAST OF
CAMPUS. AVAILABLE AUGUST
OF 2001. FOR MORE INFOR-
MATION CALL 345-5821.
______________________1/26
3rd floor apartment available
August 2001. 2 bedroom,
$235/month, 11 month lease,
1415 9th st. Close to campus.
Call 345-8688.
______________________1/26
For Lease: 2, 3, 4, 5 bedroom
houses. Fall 2001. 346-3583
______________________1/29
Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Phone: _________________Student  o Yes o No
Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
Check number________________
o Cash o Check o Credit
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Help Wanted
For sale
PHI GAMMA NU. Meeting Monday, January 22, 2001 at 6
pm in Lumpkin Hall Room 127. There will be an executive
meeting before the active meeting.
RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE January 23 and 24 from 1-7
pm i University Ballroom
88.9 OUTLAW RADIO HIPHOP SHOW. Radio giveaway
today from 5-9 pm at  radio station in Buzzard Hall. HipHop
in tthe corn field!!!
SEA. Meeting Wednesday, Januaryy 24th at 77 pm in
Effingham room. Wednesday night come hear Rosalyn
Greesens (Director of Career Services) give a presentation
about the job interviewing process. Fliers will be handed
out. Hope to see you there.
UNIVERSITY BOARD. Comedy Show tonight at 9 pm in the
Rathskeller. REfreshments and giveaways!!!
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL STUD-
IES. University Admission to Teacher Education Meeting
Saturday, January 20, 2001 at 1:00 - 1:50 in 1103 Buzzard
Hall. Students must formally apply for University Admission
to Teacher Education. This is done by attending a meeting.
Students who have not previously applied must attend.
UNITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP MINISTRIES. Worship
Service. 1/21/01 at 1:30 pm in the Buzzard Auditorium.
Come Experience a difference in worship.
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP CHOIR. Choir Rehearsal.
1/19/01 at 6 pm in rm 013 of the Fine Arts Building (base-
ment).
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE. Sunday Morning Worship.
January 21, 2001 at 10:30 am in the Buzzard Auditorium.
99:30 prayer and 10:00 am doughnuts. Everyone is wel-
come to attend.
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CAMPUS MINISTRY. Campus
Movie Night is tonight at 8pm in the Immanuel Lutheran
Student Center which is located at 9th and Cleveland
across from the Tarble Arts Center. We will be watching the
movie the Shawshank Redemption.
JAPANESE ANIMATION SOCIET. Meeting tonight at 5pm
in the Effingham room of the Union. All are welcome to
attend. We will be watching the Ramma 1/2 TV series,
Cowboy Bebop, Rurouni Kashin, and Detomttor Orgun this
week.
CampusClips
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY
ONLY for any non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or
fundraising activities and events will be printed. All clips should be
submitted to The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSI-
NESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event sched-
uled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by  NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or
Sunday events.)  Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be
published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible
or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may
be edited for available space.
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For rent For rent For rent
FEMALE ROOMMATE  Spring 01
with 2 students. Own bedroom
furnished apt. $220/month rent.
Unique Homes 345 - 5022
________________________2/1
Small 3BR House for 3 residents.
Convenient to campus. 12 month
@ $600. No pets. 345-4489. C21
Wood, Jim Wood, broker.
________________________2/1
UGLY, affordable 2BR House for
2. Works good but your mother
will hate it. 12 months @ $400. 2
blocks to EIU. 345-4489. C21
Wood, Jim Wood, broker.
________________________2/1
BEST DEAL FOR THE $$$.
Cheaper than dorms. 3BR apts for
3 @ $160 per person. Compact,
clean, convenient. 345-4489. C21
Wood, Jim Wood, broker
________________________2/1
2BR apts for 2 from $190-275
each incl CATV. 345-4489. C21
Wood, Jim Wood, broker.
________________________2/1
3BR House for 3 residents. 1
block to stadium. QUIET resi-
dents only. A/C, washer/ dryer, 12
month @ $700. No pets. 345-
4489. C21 Wood, Jim Wood, bro-
ker.
________________________2/1
Affordable Brittany Ridge. As low
as $188 each for 12 months or
$225 each 10 months. 345-4489.
C21 Wood, Jim Wood, broker.
________________________2/1
SHARP 3 BR House for 3. Fresh
renovation, a/c, washer/dryer. 2
blocks to stadium. 12 months @
$630 starts June. 345-4489. C21
Wood, Jim Wood, broker.
________________________2/1
ROOMY 4BR House for 4. 3
blocks to EIU. Good house for
quiet residents. 10 or 12 months
@ $840 or $800. 345-4489. C21
Wood, Jim Wood, broker.
________________________2/1
Rent as low as $222.50/person 10
MONTH LEASE. 3 bedroom fur-
nished apts very few left. Call
Unique Properties @ 345-5022
________________________2/1
For Rent: 3 BDRM House at 1118
3rd St. Avail. Fall 2001, w/d, a/c
348-8286 after 6 p.m.
________________________2/2
11/2 BLOCKS NORTH OF OLD
MAIN ON 6TH STREET. 1 bed
room apartments, low utilities for 1
or 2 people. Includes laundry
facility and garbage services.
Available August 15, 20001. Call
348-8249
________________________2/5
4 bedroom house across from
park with large yard and base-
ment. 1222 Division. Lease avail-
able in June. Call 235-3373 or
evenings 348-5427.
_______________________2/12
Clean, All girls 2 bedroom fur-
nished apartment. Central air and
laundry. Trash and water are
included. Northeast of Morton
Park. Lease available in June.
Call 235-3373 or evenings 348-
5427.
_______________________2/12 
$250.000 each for 4. First time
student rental. 1214 3rd, 345-
7530
________________________01
1 BR unfurnished unit. Just being
built. Will be completed June ‘01
for 1 or 2 people. 117 W. Polk,
348-7746
________________________01
Duplex available now through
summer. 2 bedroom., 2 bath.
Very nice. Full basement, garage
with electric door opener. Ideal for
female upperclassmen. Phone:
348-7746
________________________01
Summer and fall. 2 bedroom fur-
nished  and unfurnished apart-
ments available. 2001 S. 12th St.
Phone: 348-7746
________________________01
Furnished 2 bedroom apartment.
Stove and refrigerator. New car-
peting. Available now for 1 or 2
people. Phone 348-7746.
________________________01
BRAND NEW 1 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS WILL BE COM-
PLETED JUNE 1 AND AUGUST
1. CALL 348-7746
________________________01
Available immediately, nice 2 bed-
room apartments. Close to EIU,
furnished and unfurnished, No
Pets. 345-7286.
________________________01
Fall 2001, 1, 2, 3 Bedroom
Apartments Excellent Condition,
Excellent Location, furnished and
unfurnished. No pets. 345-7286.
________________________01
Fall 2001, 2, 3, 4, & 5 bedroom
houses for females. Excellent
condition, furnished and unfur-
nished. No pets. 345-7286.
________________________01
WOMEN ONLY-  Rooms for Rent
Large house, Fully furnished ONE
BLOCK FROM UNION
Fall/Spring/Summer: $250 mo.
Utilities Inc. Air cond/Parking Pat
Novak (630) 789 - 3772 eves. Or
TRISHNOVAK@AOL.COM
________________________01
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS
1611 9TH STREET. Now leasing
for Summer 2001 and Fall 2001-
Spring 2002. One block east of
Old Main. Completely furnished.
Heat and garbage included.
Individual 3 month lease for sum-
mer and 9 month lease for fall.
Call 345-7136.
________________________01
Houses and Apartments For Rent
Fall 2001. Apartments 1 and 2
bedroom. Houses 3 to 6
Students. Trash Furnished, No
Pets, Plus Deposit. Call 345-4602.
________________________01
Nice unfurnished houses for Fall
2001. $275 per person per month.
No pets. Year Lease. 345-3148.
________________________01
Available Now!  Large 1 Bedroom
Nicely Furnished Apartment. Ideal
for a couple!  $325 per month.
743 6th Street. Call 581-7729 or
345-6127 or cscjb@eiu.edu.
________________________01
Available Now!  Spacious 1
Bedroom Apartment, Furnished.
Ideal for couple.
745 6th Street. $350 per month.
Call 581-7729 or 345-6127 or
cscjb@eiu.edu.
________________________01
Fall 5/3/2 bedroom houses. 1,2
bedroom/2 bathroom apartments.
Excellent condition. Close to cam-
pus. 348-5032.
________________________01
OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS.
1,2, & 3  BEDROOM APART-
MENTS. ALL APARTMENTS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. PHONE
345-6533 (OLDE).
________________________01
Apartments, houses available for
Fall. Nice and clean with variety to
choose from, 1 bedroom efficien-
cy, 2 bedroom apartments, or 3
bedroom houses. Call 345-5088.
Poteete Property Rentals.
________________________01
2, 3, & 4 bedroom units/house
fully furnished located near Buzz.
Bldg & Lincoln Ave. Call for Info &
apts  348-0157
________________________01
NOW LEASING 2 BR FUR-
NISHED APTS. QUIET PLACE
TO LIVE AND STUDY!  NO PETS.
MCARTHUR MANOR APART-
MENTS. 345-2231.
________________________01
Campbell apartments 1, 2 & 3
bedroom. Heat, water & trash fur-
nished. Downtown. 345-3754
________________________01
New 2 & 3 bedroom apts.
Furnished, utilities, included, NO
PETS. Renting SPRING 2001
and FALL 2001. 2121 18th Street.
Call 345-6885 or 345-7007.
________________________01
Select your apt now!  Leasing stu-
dio apts with 1,2,3 bedrooms for
Fall. Great Prices. Lincolnwood
Pinetree 345-6000
________________________01
Lincolnwood - Pinetree students
have rented apartments for FALL
2001 and need roommates. Call
345-6000 for information.
________________________01
10 MONTH LEASE!  1 & 2
Bedroom furnished apt. All elec-
tric, Low utilities. 1409 10th St.
345-5048
________________________01
3 bdrm. furnished Apt. 10 or 11
1/2 mo. lease. Available C/A,
garbage disposal, & dishwasher
inc. 1521 1st St. 345-5048
________________________01
10 MONTH LEASE!  $250.00
Each FURNISHED 3 Bd/2 Bath
House for 4 - 5 GIRLS. 1518 2nd
St. 345-5048
________________________01
For Rent Fall 2001. 1 Bedroom
Apartments and 3 Bedroom
Houses.
Phone 348-0006.
________________________01
Roommate needed ASAP. Own
room, $230 month & utilities,
across campus. Call 348-9354,
leave message.
_______________________1/19
Female roommate needed for Fall
2001. Apartment in University
Court. Will have own bedroom.
Call 581-2232.
_______________________1/26
2 bedroom townhouse apartment
furnished. SUBLEASE AVAIL-
ABLE NOW. 2 blocks from cam-
pus. 258-5991
_______________________1/19
Spring 2001-Male sublessor
needed for 3 bedroom duplex,
next to Lantz. Fully furnished.
348-0157 or call 348-0116.
_______________________1/23
Room for rent available immedi-
ately. Close to campus.
Washer/Dryer. Ask for Melissa
345-8858
_______________________1/23
Sublessor needed for Spring
semester. Close to campus,
$185/month. Call 708-309-7601
for info.
_______________________1/26
Female sublessors needed for
Summer 2001. 3 bedroom/2 bath.
Nice house. Close to campus.
Rent negotiable. 345-3397
_______________________1/26
SUBLESSOR NEEDED! SUM-
MER 2001. Own room in fur-
nished townhouse Clean. Cheap.
Close to campus! 345-0974
_______________________1/31
One or two sublessors needed for
Spring 2001. Inexpensive, fur-
nished two bedroom apartment.
Call Dan at 348-6606.
________________________2/2
McHUGH’S Evening Special this
week FREE!  MEDIUM FRIES
with any sandwich purchase (Limit
4).
_______________________1/18
McHUGH’S Great student deals
are available everyday. Like a 1/4
lb cheeseburger with fries and a
drink for only $2.82!  Lots of other
specials...stop by today!  Lincoln &
Division, Charleston.
_______________________1/18
DELIVERY, DELIVERY, DELIV-
ERY, DELIVERY
JOEY’S, JOEY’S, JOEY’S,
JOEY’S
ALL DAY, ALL DAY, ALL DAY-
EVERYDAY
345-2466, 345-2466, 345-2466
_______________________1/23
Roses are red,
Pickles are green.
Pizza’s a holler,
but Joey’s is a scream!
Delivery, Delivery, Delivery!
All Day, Everyday!
345-2466
_______________________1/24
SPRING BREAK 2001!  Cancun
and Bahamas, Eat, Drink, Travel
for free. Wanted Campus Reps!
Call USA SPRING BREAK, Toll
free 1-877-460-6077 for trip infor-
mation and rates. 25 continuous
years of student travel!!!
www.usaspringbreak.com
________________________2/9
Spring Break- Panama City,
Daytona, South Beach Florida.
Best parties, hotels, & condos.
Lowest prices!  www.myspring-
break.net  800-575-2026
_______________________2/28
LAST CHANCE HOMECOMING
COMMITTEE APPLICATIONS
ARE DUE TODAY IN STUDENT
ACTIVITIES CENTER IN UNION,
STEP UP T O IT!!!!!
_______________________1/19
Happy 21st Birthday Betsy Lynn
our favorite Alpha Sigma Tau!
Love you, Dad and Mom
_______________________1/19
Where will you be Feb. 10? Join
the fun and participate in Up Til
Dawn!
_______________________1/19
WANTED: Student demonstrators
to participate in the UB Lectures
Presentation of “The Art of
Kissing” on Wednesday, January
24 demonstrating various kissing
techniques! Prizes and giveaways
given to all participants and a
chance to win a GRAND PRIZE
DATE PACKAGE for two! Sign-up
TODAY! Call Lynn at #5117 to
sign-up or for more information.
_______________________1/19
Congratulations to the following
women of SIGMA KAPPA on
Greek Week Steering Committee:
Amy Allen, Sarah Block, Julie
Ferguson, Deanna Kozlowski and
Erin Rolston. Your sisters are
proud.
_______________________1/19
Consider yourself a “Good
Kisser”? Then Prove it! UB
Lectures is looking for 16 student
demonstrators to participate in the
“Art of Kissing” Lecture presenta-
tion on Wednesday, January 24, 8
pm. Sign-up for a chance to win
giveaways and prizes for two. For
more information contact Lynn
at#5117 TODAY!!!! TODAY!
TODAY!
_______________________1/19
Here’s your chance to try the
“Electric Kiss,” “Vacuum Kiss,” and
the “Trobriand Island Kiss.” Learn
new kissing skills from the
“Kissing Master” himself William
Cane, and show them off live on
stage Wednesday, January 24 at
the UB Lecture “The Art of
Kissing”. Prizes and giveaways
will be provided to all student
demonstrators! To volunteer, con-
tact Lynn at#5117 ASAP!!! Don’t
delay, SIGN-UP TODAY!!!!
_______________________1/19
Come to the Natural Ties Formal!
This Saturday, Jan. 20th in the
University Ballroom from 4-7pm!
_______________________1/19
Guess who got lavaliered?
Nobody. Come to the Greek
Leadership Conference on Feb. 4
from 10 - 5. Registration forms in
Student Life Office.
_______________________1/19
Congratulations to Angie Howard,
Michelle Ortiz, & Betsy Wells of
Alpha Sigma Tau on receiving
Panhel Cabinet positions!  Your
sisters are so proud!
_______________________1/19
SPRING REFUND DEADLINES
The last day to WITHDRAW FROM SPRING
CLASSES OR TO REDUCE YOUR LOAD and
receive a PARTIAL REFUND is MONDAY,
JANUARY 22, 4 p.m.; a partial refund includes
all tuition/ fees paid except insurance. You will
be eligible for a partial refund for LOAD
REDUCTION if (1) you are classified as a
freshman or sophomore OR (2) you are classi-
fied as a junior or above, and you reduce your
load to 1-11 semester hours. The last day to
WITHDRAW FROM THE UNIVERSITY and
receive a 50% REFUND (50% of all tuition/
fees paid except insurance) is MONDAY, FEB-
RUARY 5.
— Molly J. Evans, Assistant Director,
Registration
DROP DEADLINE
The deadline for dropping a class in MONDAY,
JANUARY 22, 4p.m., if you do not want the
class to appear on your record OR if you do not
want to be charged for the hours. Plan to
DROP THE CLASS USING TOUCH-TONE
OR THE WEB AT LEAST 15 MINUTES
BEFORE THE SYSTEM GOES DOWN.
There will be no evening hour for registration
that day.
— Molly J. Evans, Assistant Director,
Registration
CREDIT/ NO CREDIT DEADLINE
___The deadline for requesting CREDIT/ NO
CREDIT GRADING STATUS  for a Spring
class is 4 p.m.,, MONDAY JANUARY 22. Use
Touch-Tone or WEB registration to request this
grading status. You must first be officially
enrolled in the class.
—Molly J. Evans, Assistant Director,
Registration
OVERLOAD FEES
___Overload fees will be assessed for every
semester hour over 18 sill on a student’s
schedule after Monday, January 22, 4p.m.
Undergraduate Illinois residents will be
assessed $96.85 per semester hour over 18;
undergraduate non-residents will be assessed
$290.55 per semester hour over 18. A student
who has a scholarship should check with
Financial Aid too see whether the scholarship
cover overload fees. NOTE: MONDAY, JANU-
ARY 22, 4P.M., is the deadline for dropping
overload hours to avoid being charged the
overload fee. There will be no evening hours
for registration that day.
—Molly J. Evans, Assistant Director,
Registration
STUDENT INSURANCE REFUND
__If you are enrolled 9 hours or more Spring
Semester 2001, or you are a graduate student,
the Student Health Insurance fee will be includ-
ed in your tuition bill. Students who can provide
evidence of having health insurance equal to or
better that  the EIU Student Health Insurance,
may request the “Petition for Insurance
Exemption” forms from the Student Health
Insurance Office located in the Student
Services Building, East Wing. A copy of your
insurance company’s outline of coverage or a
copy of our medical ID card must be attached
to the completed “Petition for Insurance
Exemption” form. January 22, is the last date
these petitions will be accepted for Spring
Semester 2001.
— Joyce Harwood, Medical Insurance
Specialist 
PART-TIME STUDENT INSURANCE
Spring Semester 2001 students who are regis-
tered for 6, 7, or 8 hours as resident students
may purchase Student Accident and Sickness
insurance for the semester by obtaining an
application from Student Health insurance
located in the Student Services Building East
Wing, and making payment prior to 3:30 p.m.
January 22, at the Cashier’s window in the
Business Office. The cost is is $65. PLEASE
NOTE: Dependent coverage is not available.
— Joyce Harwood, Medical Insurance
Specialist
STUDENT INSURANCE RE-ENROLLMENT
_Students who have filed for the EIU Student
Insurance Refund and wish to re-enroll in the
Student Health Insurance program for Spring
2001 may do so by completing a re-enrollment
form and making payment of $65 by Monday
January 22. Contact the Student Health insur-
ance Office, second floor, East Wing, Student
Services Building, or call 581-5290. PLEASE
NOTE: Dependent coverage is not available.
—Joyce Harwood, Medical Insurance
Specialist
FALL 2001 STUDENT TEACHERS
PRE-PLACEMENT MEETINGS—
Participation in a meeting is required.
Individual appointments with a coordinator are
scheduled and appointments are made in
2418 Buzzard Hall, Student Teaching Office.
For those individuals seeking Chicago area
Fall 2001 assignments (North, South, or West),
you are to see a coordinator on Thursday,
January 25. Appointments may be scheduled
in the in the Student Teaching Office beginning
at 8 a.m., January 18. For all other requested
locations (excluding Chicago), pre-placement
meetings will occur on February 5 in the
Student Teaching Office, 2418 Buzzard Hall.
PRE-PLACEMENT MEETING PARTICIPA-
TION IS MANDATORY.
— Dr.Kathlene Shank, Chair Student Teaching
STATE FARM FELLOWSHIPS
Applications are available for the $3,000 State
Farm Exceptional Student Fellowships.
Eligibility requirements are: (1) Full-time col-
lege junior or senior; (2) Majoring in a busi-
ness-related field; (3) Demonstrated leadership
in extracurricular activities; (4) Minimum GPA of
3.6 on a 4,0 scale; and (5) U.S.Citizen. Please
see Pat Hill in Lumpkin Hall 307 for information/
application. Application deadline is February
15, 2001.
—Pat Hill, Scholarship Coordinator, Lumpkin
College of Business and Applied Sciences
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM BY MIKE PETERS
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DOONESBURY GARY TURDEAU
“Thirteen Days” tells the story
of the Cuban missile crisis that
put America and Russia on the
brink of nuclear war. The Cuban
missile crisis was a tense time
fil led with uncertainty, and
“Thirteen Days” was a tense
movie that keeps you interested
even though you know the out-
come. The events of the crisis are
portrayed very realistically in
“Thirteen Days.” It almost feels
like you are watching a documen-
tary.
Kevin Costner plays Kenny
O’Donnell, the political adviser
to John F. Kennedy, and is our
eyes and ears for the movie.
Although screen time and dia-
logue point to Costner as the
star, the real star of the movie is
Bruce Greenwood, who flawless-
ly plays John F. Kennedy. Although
Greenwood looks and sounds
nothing like Kennedy, he nails
Kennedy’s personality so well it
seems like he is channeling his
spirit.
The writing and direction of
the movie are very realistic .
Everything from the people and
places all the way down to the
sets are so great that the only
way to get closer to the real life
situation was to have been there.
“Thirteen Days” revolves
around how Kennedy and the
American government got the
nuclear missiles out of Cuba
without starting a war with
Russia; because of this, there is a
lot of talking and not many action
scenes. Almost every scene in
“Thirteen Days” shows John,
Bobby, O‘Donnell and John’s chief
of staff sitting around conference
tables debating what plan would
be the best. Grown men sitting
around tables usually does not
keep people interested, but the
dialogue is so sharp you can’t
help but get sucked into the
movie.
These scenes were interesting
enough but the few action scenes
showing the Air Force and Navy
were frantic, realistic, and excit-
ing to watch.
I am a big fan of historical
movies and I have always found
the Cuban missile crisis really
interesting. I was hoping
“Thirteen Days” would be realis-
tic and exciting, and it was both.
“Thirteen Days” is highly enjoy-
able and informative, especially if
you don’t know much about the
Cuban missile crisis. Hopefully
you will leave the theater as
amazed as I was at everything you
have seen. When you realize that
this really happened and not that
long ago that makes this movie
even more amazing.
“Thirteen Days”
New Line Cinema
HHH
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‘Crouching Tiger’ is the cat’s meow
by ryan rinchiuso
Staff writer
JERRY’S PUB
WEEKEND
SPECIALS!!!
$3.00 PITCHERS
$1.50 BOTTLES
$1.50 WHISKEY MIXERS
Fr
id
ay
N
ig
ht
D
J
MARIANNE’S DELI
Homemade Soups, Daily Vegetarian Specials
N. Side
square on
615 Monroe
Great Sub Sandwiches, W raps, Brats, Homemade Dessert & much mor e
Friday, Satur day, Br eakfast 9am-11:30am 
For Or der Out Phone 348-7733
2 Eggs, Bacon, T oast & Cof fee only $3.00
SPECIALTY COFFEE, ICE COFFEE, CHITEA
New Hours
Mon-Sat 9-8pm
Ba
gel
men
’s Bagels
Bagelmen’s Bagels Bagelmen’s Bagels
Bagelmen’sBagelsBagelmen’sBagelsBagelmen’
sBa
gel
s
Famous German
Apple
Pancakes
9th & Lincoln
We Deliver!
Now open 
at 
corner of 
9th &
Lincoln!
New products,
New hours, &
Now serving
beer & wine
advertise
Brian’s Place Nightclub & Sports Bar
Keep the weekend fun going at the 
Largest Nightclub in Central Illinois!!
It’s worth the drive!
Sun- $1.75 22oz. Bottles
Sun open till 1a.m.
21st & Broadway Mattoon 234-4151
Xtreme dance
music every 
Fri & Sat w/ DJ
4-Play & G-Man
Make some 
extra BUCKS!
Advertise in the DEN
345-3288
‘Thirteen Days’ a hit on the screen
“Well, ah, Kevin, it says here you can’t be nominated for an Oscar
because of ‘The Postman.’”
Wow! That is about all I
could say once I stepped out
of the movie “Crouching
Tiger, Hidden Dragon.”
Although the movie has been
in major cities like New York,
Los Angeles and Chicago, it
has not hit theaters in the
Midwest yet. Well, at least it
won’t until this weekend. So
you may wonder how I saw it;
well, for once a theater was
thoughtful enough to invite a
college reviewer to their press
screening. On Tuesday night, I
drove to downtown Decatur’s
Avon Theater and saw one of
the best movies of my life.
The movie was like a beau-
tiful fairy tale with a lot of
action. This is a foreign film
and has subtitles, but once the
movie starts you are sucked
into the story and don’t even
notice them. Everything in this
movie was great: the scenery,
music, acting, directing and
everything in between.
The movie is directed by
Ang Lee and stars Chow Yun-
Fat as Li Mu Bai, Michelle Yeoh
as Yu Shu Lien, Zhang Ziyi as
Jen Yu, Chen Chang as Lo,
Sihung Lung as Sir Te and Pei-
Pei Cheng as Jade Fox. The
movie is based on a series of
books by the writer Du Lu
Wang.
The movie takes place in
China and tells a story of
adventure, love, tradition,
honor and death. It’s difficult
to describe the story because
it is a mix of so many ele-
ments. It is that mixture that
makes the movie seem so real
even though the viewer knows
it is a story.
“Crouching Tiger, Hidden
Dragon” is playing in Decatur
at the Avon theater starting
this weekend. For information
call 217-422-8151. It will also
start in Champaign at the
New Art Theater with times
to be announced.  
Everyone should see this
movie. It is everything that so
many movies are missing now;
it is art.  
“Crouching Tiger, Hidden
Dragon”
Sony Pictures Classics
HHHH
by melissa huston
Staff writer
No, this isn’t that Beijing Circus that comes to Great America every
few years (but that’s cool, isn’t it?).
photo courtesy of movies.yahoo.com
photo courtesy of movies.yahoo.com
